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Objective of Presentation

Purpose of Model Development

Overview of the FDOT Rail Model

Presentation of Basic Objects in Model

Understanding of Model Operation



Purpose of Model
Noise from railroads are part of the overall 
soundscape and analysis of noise from this 
source is needed more and more often by 
FDOT (FDOT now owns some corridors)
FDOT uses TNM but model does not account 
for rail sources and is not easily adaptable for 
rail sources
The FDOT Rail Model was developed to 
permit an easy straight-forward analysis to 
meet predictive requirements



Overview: Sources

Windows based, true simulation model
Object oriented programming
Drag and drop approach to layout

Railways
Barriers
Receivers
Point sources

Sources modeled as discrete points



Overview: Propagation
Propagation prediction accomplished by  
using ray trace techniques
Assumed independent corrections can 
be made
L (dB) = Lo + As + Am + Ag + Ad + Arow

L = sound pressure level at receiver
Lo = reference sound pressure level
As = attenuation due to divergence (geometric spreading)
Am = attenuation due to meteorological effects
Ag = attenuation due to interaction with the ground
Ad = attenuation due to diffraction effects
Arow = attenuation due to building rows



Overview: Propagation
User selected hard or soft ground 
surface ground surface prediction using 
the ISO 9613:2 standard
Effects of diffracting objects (barrier or 
terrain line) computed by algorithm 
based on Kurze and Anderson method
Multiple diffracting objects ranked using 
Fresnel number with top two used in a 
double diffraction algorithm based on 
Foss method
Meteorology and building rows included



Overview: Propagation
True simulation in discrete time steps
Source positions and properties are 
updated at each time step 
Time step is user selectable but smaller 
values present less “jumps”
REMELs computed at each time step for 
all moving sources since levels are 
speed dependent.  
Independent propagation terms 

computed at each time step



Overview: General
Model includes algorithms for:

Reference emission levels
Multiple types

Adjustments for:
Geometric spreading (distance)
Ground effects
Diffraction (large objects in path)
Meteorological effects
Background noise

Easy input
Spreadsheet
Graphically



Model: Objects and Options

Units
Train Sources
Train Warning Horn Data
Receivers
Point Source Area
Rail Design and Point Sources
Barriers, Terrain Lines and Building Rows
Graphic Options
Zoom to Extents



Model: Objects
Example of Object Attributes: The Train Objects

Number of locomotives and rail cars
Locomotive and car positions
Train speed
Lengths of each locomotive and rail car
Locomotive and rail car type and REMELs
Number of day/night operations

used by the Ldn feature
Properties of warning horn
Horn “blast” zone
Propagation paths
Propagation effects

Note both user input and programmed



Validation

Comparison to values in literature
Direct comparison to FTA model results
Comparison to real world 
measurements conducted for project
Prediction error = 2.1 dB(A)



Input needed

Railway CoordinatesRailway Coordinates
Locomotive & Car DetailsLocomotive & Car Details
Receiver CoordinatesReceiver Coordinates
Details on Loud Point SourcesDetails on Loud Point Sources
Details on Diffraction ObjectsDetails on Diffraction Objects
Model Output DesiredModel Output Desired

(Leq or Ldn)(Leq or Ldn)



General Details 
in FDOTRM

Order is not importantOrder is not important
Graphical checkGraphical check
May use toolbars to drawMay use toolbars to draw
OrOr…… enter specific coordinatesenter specific coordinates



Menu Bar

File
Model Objects
Tool
Calculate



File Menu



Units

English or metric



Railway Coordinates



Rail Sources



Crossing Information



Setting Train Horn

Train Horn Interface.Train Horn Interface.



Receiver Information



Moving Point Source (Areas)



Stationary Point Sources



Diffraction Objects



Other Options in Model Objects

Graphic Options
Display coordinates can be entered 
manually if so desired

Zoom to Extents
This is similar to the TNM feature where 
the program zooms out to a point where all 
objects in the viewing area



Example of Complete File



Run FDOTRM

Leq mode
Ldn mode

View Results
Save to file
Compare to available 
data to check for errors



Calculate Options



Ldn Mode

FDOTRM runs a 20 minute simulation of 
existing model conditions and applies 
persistence factors to a 24 hour period 
to calculate Ldn



Simulation Results



Save to File Option 

•Save Simulation results to a file



Questions?

Any requests for model 
should be directed to 
Mariano Berrios, FDOT


